By Fred Rabbinhouse
MIT Sports Czar Smith Roth today proclaimed a set of ad-
vanced placement tests, by which students may receive
physical education credit for skills already developed.

After beating off crowds of reporters all morning, Roth told
the Daily Reamer that there was
no truth to the allegation that advanced credit would be
allowed for Chinese Curling. He
stated that equivalent tests would be available in swimming,
judo, gymnastics, fencing, and
skiing.

Swimming
In order to obtain advanced credit for swimming, students
must pass at least one of the
following three tests:
1) With a partner, traverse an 8’x8’ room filled with Vewoon
oil to a depth of five inches.
2) Float on your back the length of the swimming pool with
a partner sitting on your chest.
3) Read water for two minutes with your hands tied to
your ankles.

The tests may be taken 7 pm
to 2 am, Friday through Sunday.
On occasion, credit may be ar-
ranged with the Instructor for
exhibition of other water-based skills.

Judo
To obtain advanced credit in the Judo arm, the student must
demonstrate to the Instructor’s satisfaction proficiency in one of
the following five techniques:
1) Tori Wazoo: hand tech-
niques
2) Kosher Wazoo: tech-
niques involving no port
3) Accho Wazoo: head tech-
niques
4) Bi tami Wazoo: leg tech-
niques
5) Hope No Wazoo-cho: 8 forms of imbalance

Kung Fu is Chinese curling
By Chung King
Kung Fu has been introduced
to MIT as a result of President
Nixon’s recent overtures to Red
China.

The sport, also known as Chi-
inese Curling is expected to gain
popularly throughout the US and
eventually, say its or-
ganizers, Olympic status.

The originators of this fast-
raising indoor participant sport,
Palman Van Dong and King Far
Lo were at MIT last week to
explanation of the rules, and oversee
the first national championships.

In an exclusive interview with
the Daily Reamer at Logan
Airport, the pair and their husband
explained the new sport.

“The object of the game is to
score as often as possible. In a
two-way tournament each or-
ganization fields three people of
at least two sexes. Initial contact
between the two teams takes
place during a twenty minute
warm up period prior to the actual
match.”

“The match takes place in an
8x10 room with a ceiling.
Door filled to a depth of five
inches with water, oil, kept at a tem-
perature of at least 85 degrees.

The players enter the room at
the sound of the door. No
spectators are allowed except
the referee or “wayoo” as is
known in the original French.
Closed circuit TV and two way
mirrors have recently been in-
stalled for the stimulation of
spectator interest.

Captain of the USA, Luigi Padini, prepares for a grueling first round in the Chinese Curling
tourney

MANNED FLIGHT — MIT contestant is launched from Dropper Labs
entry in the 1973 National Quidditch Stikbowl Finals, held yesterday
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Sperm Bank Life Insurance
You do the spending.
We do the saving.

According to the 1983 Bayview Terrace
Insurance Departments’ Guide to
Fertility Insurance, “It pays to pull for fertility
insurance. Costs may vary over a million
percent.”

When you yank off for fertility insurance,
you’re doing the wise thing. Chances are, you’ll
wind off buying Sperm Bank Fertility Insurance.
Ask about our night deposit box and our rubber
Czechs, the bouncing Czehly Family. No
more keeping it in an old sock, or under your
matress. After all, you do the spending!

Free Movie
For further details, call extension 3-3791

A mere Apollo
from the Old Days

Two Crack D-Lab technicians, operating the SGS
cell panel. They could be working for YOU!

SGS- a new way to spend money

We’re moving
from this

to this

Now that divestment is imminent, we at the
C.S. Dropper Labs can convert our
attention to include the kinds of guidance
work that we have been aiming at for
years. Free of the over-eager restrictions of a
vigilant university faculty, but with con-
tinuing proximity and the appropriate
library privileges, we can now turn from
inertial guidance to internal guidance.

Using technology developed for the
Apollo program, including micro-miniaturi-
Zation, temperature stable environments,
and direct phone lines to the White House,
we have developed an exciting, new, in-
novative package of behavioral technology
called the Student Guidance System (SGS).

No vibrating string grabinets here. At a
cost only 1/5th that of the entire Apollo
program the SGS is a bargain at twice the

price (and you know how little it takes to
take down the case contacts)

Implanted at matriculation in a special
black process which uses the same stroke
light as a Polaron ID-2 system, the SGS
effaces either the university or federal ad-
mnistration to issue direct orders on general
behavior to treated students. Such com-
mands as “don’t protest,” “fight the war,”
and “go to class,” have already been tested at
a major technological Institution in
Cambridge. (details available on written
request)

For further information on the SGS, contact any member of the MIT Educational Council and ask for Chuck Leibowitz.
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